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In a land far away, there were two kingdoms: the Outside, where twisted beasts roamed that

could curse with a touch, and the Inside, where humans lived in safety and peace. The girl and

the beast should never have met, but when they do, a quiet fairytale begins. This is a story of

two people -- one human, one inhuman -- who linger in the hazy twilight that separates night

from day.
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Angalic L Collins, “10/10 Will Read Again. It is one of those stories that catches you off guard

because it really isn't like any other story I've ever read. This is a very original idea even though

I was told otherwise before reading it. A friend of mine compared it to The Ancient Magus Bride

and I could see how she thought that with only reading the description and seeing the picture.

So, if anyone was worried about that don't be. It just happens that this main character and the

main character from the other story both have monster "mentors". I would highly suggest still

reading this!It definitely grabs your attention and draws you in. But it isn't so in your face with

information that you get lost and don't want to continue reading. It has a very light feeling so to

say with a serious problem going on. It's cute, sad, and a good read. I will be buying the next

volumes as they come out and so should you.”

Xyon McKell, “Haunting, engrossing slice of life story in a fantasy setting. Inhabitants of the

Inside must never cross to the Outside, on fear of being cursed by the monstrous ones exiled

beyond the walls. However among an abandoned village in the forest an Outsider watches over

a young child from the other side in seeming harmony…This is a fantastically unique manga,

with a slice of life feel within a dystopian setup. It features a cursed monster and a little girl he’s

acting as guardian for going about their daily lives amidst more significant and perilous

developments building in the background. I found it to be wonderfully told, with atmospheric,

stylistic art and just the right pacing. The little touches and details of what’s depicted let this

shine, and I already really care about the two leads. In some ways this reminds me a bit of the

webcomic Hemlock in feel, although obviously the story and setup are quite different.So far

The Girl from the Other Side builds around a wonderfully simple core concept with an intriguing

world and strong emotional context to give its tale depth. This volume ends with a rather big

cliffhanger, which makes me even more curious to read what’s next. Great start.”

Th3G3ntl3man, “So. Much. Potential.. Saw this in Barnes and Noble and decided to pick it

up.And am hooked completely.The story is great.The world is interesting.The characters are

intriguing.The relationship is adorable.The direction and concepts presented are soooooo



luring I can't wait for the next one to arrive ”

M. Bennett, “First Manga. I have never read manga before and really never had an interest. I

stumbled upon this one because of the beautiful cover. Didn't pay attention to it being a manga

and thought it could be a graphic novel (I was wrong). After taking a few minutes to figure out

how you read one of these types of books, I sat down with curiosity. I actually enjoyed it. The

artwork was dark but light and the story line happy but sad. I really like where it is going and

after the massive cliffhanger, I'm just going to have to continue with this story.”

sanoe.net, “Intriguing in a way that doesn't give away too much. Nagabe's "The Girl from the

Other Side" (Vol 1) is off to an intriguing. It appears as a simple story with art that is spare with

a dark fairytale ambiance. Shiva is a little girl who has an tall and odd looking guardian of sorts.

She is from the 'inside'; he is from the 'outside'. If she touches him, she will be cursed so it is

something that he tells Shiva that she must never do. Regardless, they are close in a tense,

dark world. The ending is a cliffhanger so there is still story to be told. The intrigue is that it is

hard to tell which way this will go. Definitely has a good sense of mystery in that it doesn't give

away too much. It doesn't shirk from the creepy either which I like.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Really beautiful art. The art is really beautiful, it's what initially caught my

eye and made me want to get the first vol. Really sketchy and stark black and whites work

together to create a really visually stunning fantasy story. It really works well to build this world

with the Outsiders.Spoilers - the first vol really does a wonderful job setting up the relationship

between Shiva & her teacher. It also lays the groundwork well into the isolated world they're in.

I really can't recommend this enough, I can't wait to get the second vol.”

lewovo, “GREAT BOOK BUT NOT HAPPY ABOUT THE WEAR!. I solely order comic books for

collection reason not for intense reading. Yet, one of the book come with small wears (see

photos). They are not big, totally 3 spots, but it’s still a bummer for someone who likes to collect

comics. (They are suppose to be NEW book and they are like 12 dollars!) Still love the comic

book itself and the art style though! Great story and the beautiful art style deserve 5 star. The

wear reduced to its collection value to 4 stars, hopefully that doesn’t happen too often.”

Mr. C Statham, “A Genuinely Enthralling Fantasy-Horror Manga. There's a fair few comparisons

between this fledgling series and the now-popular Ancient Magus Bride, not helped by the

series being published in the same magazine and crossover illustrations being made by their

respective creators, but this is realistically like comparing My Hero Academia to Tokyo Ghoul.

Yes, there's vaguely similar elements - elements of predominantly Celtic myth and the core

concept of a young woman being cared for by a mysterious - sometimes alien and monstrous -

guide, but the similarities end there. AMB is a lovely series, but almost reads like a Shonen

breeze through magic and fantasy with the manner in which it introduces its' concepts and

characters; it is a full and lively world.By contrast, there's an overwhelming sense of loneliness

and an undercurrent of real uneasiness to Girl From The Other Side. The art style is

deceptively simple - there's not a lot to the characters but enough to both make them easily

identifiable and yet make it unclear exactly what 'Teacher' is - but there is a lot of detail to the

panels and the world around our two leads. This, combined with slight suggestions in the

dialogue, give the series an almost post-apocalyptic feel - while not set in a world typical of that

kind of setting, the abandonment of the world around Shiva and Teacher and the nature of the

'curse' given by the touch of an Outsider is very akin to the usual nature of say, a zombie



apocalypse. Even the overzealous nature of the remaining humans is similar.But while this

series runs on it's horror and fantasy - including a solid cliffhanger - there is also a real

sweetness to the interactions, even if Teacher Shiva are marked by the former hiding

something. Their day to day interactions and his efforts to keep her happy are adorable, and

you genuinely feel for Teacher and his efforts to prevent Shiva from knowing the truth about the

world. It's very, very different than Magus Bride's Chise and Elias, which is interesting, but has

that awkward undercurrent of his efforts pressing marriage while teaching her.Again, however,

both series are very, very different; possibly of equal quality but very different in what they do,

and there's definitely room for both. Should you be looking for something a little different and

like low-key horror and fantasy, give this a shot. It's fantastic, and very different than the typical

anime...”

Meera, “Amazingly beautiful. I fell in love with this story from the first page. A touching tale that

really pulled me in. It shows the darkness of humanity and yet the purity that can continue for

so many despite the corruption that lives all around. The contrasts of light and dark are clear

and yet it had me giggling many times, whilst worrying about the curious pair many a time.If

any of you manga lovers out there it is a similar concept to the magus bride but with a much

better, complicated idea with a more realistic basis for the differences between the two. A

definite read for all for many can learn simple acts of caring can mean so much more than

grand gestures. I am looking forward to reading a lot more of this series.”

Gigi, “Super pleased!. Firstly, it arrived the next day after ordering. It was packaged securely

and there was no scuff marks anywhere on the book. It’s in great condition!The manga itself is

amazing! I’d recommend the series to anyone, it has depth to it and it’s super underrated! I’ve

read the mangas before but never had my own physical copies so I’m glad I can finally get my

hands on it— I will be buying all volumes.”

Jessica, “Beautiful enchanted story amazing illustrated manga.. Amazing Book I absoulty

addicted to this book its so beauiful Illustrated and so unsual and beauiful tragic story, this

author and artist who desiged this artwork if they are one fo the same they should be proud

love this style of art. i read this book before came out in the uk but I'm so happy they selling

this now in Uk and on amazon. I've not liked manag in awhile or bought the book think this

become my favourtite book and artist.”

The book by Nagabe has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,166 people have provided feedback.
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